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 Without using traditional software, it will quickly and easily remove noise, harmonics, hiss, buzz, clicks and hum from your
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recordings, for your immediate enjoyment. Whether you have a cassette, old LPs, tapes or a digital recording, you can gain a
quality listening experience within minutes. In addition to the typical noise reduction features, such as the ability to auto-detect
the type of noise you are trying to remove, SRTE v2.1 can separate a recording into individual instruments, re-mute overlapping

or undesirable sounds, and remove and restore harmonics. This allows you to take advantage of the full length and quality of
your recordings, from the earliest era of broadcast to current high-quality digital recordings. The most noteworthy features of

SRTE v2.1 are the improved user interface and an updated calibration process that's much faster and easier to use than in SRTE
v1. As always, the whole point of Sound Rescue is to help you to enjoy your music, because we are passionate about our hobby.

We want you to have the ability to listen to the music you love without the obstacles that surround you in modern recordings.
We're very proud to present the release of Sound Rescue TerraTec Edition v2.1, a vastly improved version of the world's most
popular noise reduction software. It will clean your recordings, giving you a quality listening experience even from the earliest

broadcast recordings and cassette tapes through to modern recordings on CDs or MP3s. With the new user interface and the new
calibration tools, SRTE v2.1 is very easy to use. No matter how noisy a recording is, SRTE v2.1 will take a chainsaw to those

annoying noises and restore your sounds to their original glory. With SRTE v2.1 you have access to the full length and quality of
your recordings, from the earliest era of broadcast to current high-quality digital recordings. We believe that quality noise

reduction, even from old recordings, should be easy to use. That's why our new user interface has three main features: 1. The
ability to automatically detect the type of noise you are trying to remove. 2. A quick and easy way to locate and mute the

unwanted sounds. 3. The ability to reduce and restore harmonics. The new calibration tools allow you to measure the acoustic
characteristics of your room and to correct the issue. This is a huge time saver, as SRTE v2 82157476af
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